INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Low-grade serous ovarian cancer (LGSOC) accounts for ∼5%--8% of all ovarian cancers (OCs) and is characterized by slow growth pattern, younger age at diagnosis, poor response to chemotherapy, and longer overall survival when compared to high-grade serous OC ([@MCS004341COLC10]). Optimal debulking surgery remains the cornerstone of upfront therapy for LGSOC and at the time of recurrence. Standard treatment includes the use of hormonal therapy and chemotherapy for which benefit is limited or unknown ([@MCS004341COLC16]; [@MCS004341COLC11]). Despite the usual slow-growing pattern of disease, overall prognosis remains poor. Dysregulation of the KRAS/BRAF/MAPK/ERK pathway is commonly found in LGSOC (∼40%--60% harbor a *RAS* mutation), and activating mutations in *KRAS*, *NRAS*, or *BRAF* genes promote tumorigenesis through constitutive activation of the MAPK pathway ([@MCS004341COLC3]; [@MCS004341COLC14]). Inhibition of the MAPK pathway with the MEK inhibitor (MEKi) selumetinib has been investigated in a phase II trial, showing an overall response rate of 15% and a stable disease of 60% in patients with relapsed LGSOC, without correlation between MAPK pathway mutational status and response ([@MCS004341COLC5]). However, interim analysis of the randomized phase III MILO study (NCT01849874) failed to demonstrate an improvement in progression-free survival with the MEK1/2i binimetinib (MEK162, ARRY-162) compared to physician choice chemotherapy (liposomal doxorubicin, paclitaxel, or topotecan) in patients with advanced LGSOC previously treated with platinum-based chemotherapy ([@MCS004341COLC2]). As such, the study was terminated early and targeted therapy approvals remain elusive in this disease. Further research is warranted to (i) improve our understanding of LGSOC biology; (ii) define predictive biomarkers; (iii) explore mechanisms of resistance to MEKi; and (iv) identify potential novel treatment strategies that are more effective while maintaining a good quality of life.

We report for the first time longitudinal genomic analyses of multiple and sequential tumor samples from a patient diagnosed with LGSOC who achieved a long-lasting partial response to binimetinib (17.5 mo) and subsequently developed unusually aggressive brain metastases (LGSOC pathology proven) leading to death shortly thereafter. We identified a potential mechanism of resistance to MEKi and molecular alterations associated with acquired aggressive clinical behavior in this patient.

RESULTS {#s2}
=======

Clinical Presentation {#s2a}
---------------------

A 48-yr-old woman underwent total abdominal hysterectomy and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy in July 2007 followed by six cycles of carboplatin and paclitaxel chemotherapy for a stage IIIC LGSOC ([Fig. 1](#MCS004341COLF1){ref-type="fig"}A; [@MCS004341COLC21]). In December 2010, a chest--abdomen--pelvis computerized tomography (CT) documented recurrence with a pelvic mass and peritoneal carcinomatosis. She received three cycles of carboplatin with disease progression and a subsequent three cycles of liposomal doxorubicin with further growth of metastatic disease. In May 2011, she underwent secondary debulking surgery to no residual disease, and her pathology was consistent with LGSOC. In April 2013, because of further disease progression, she underwent a third debulking surgery with residual macroscopic disease \>5 cm from an unresectable pelvic mass. Subsequent systemic treatment was delayed because of postsurgical complications with wound infection and incomplete healing. In November 2013, further disease progression occurred in the peritoneum, liver, right adrenal gland, abdominal and thoracic nodes, lungs, and pleura. In January 2014 (week 1), she was enrolled in the phase III MILO trial (NCT01849874) and randomized to receive binimetinib 45 mg orally twice a day. She achieved a partial response as per RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumor) 1.1 criteria at the first radiological assessment (9 weeks after treatment start) with best response at week 33 (47.7% reduction of the sum of the target lesions from baseline). From week 41, CT scans showed slow disease growth without reaching the criteria for progressive disease as per RECIST 1.1, and, thus, she continued to receive treatment with MEKi. In June 2015 (week 76), she developed acute left-side hemiparesis and a brain MRI showed multiple supra- and infratentorial metastasis ([Fig. 1](#MCS004341COLF1){ref-type="fig"}B). Despite whole-brain radiation, the patient had rapid neurological deterioration as a consequence of brain metastasis progression, ultimately leading to death. The patient consented to an ongoing Rapid Autopsy Program and tumor samples were collected from different disease sites ([Table 1](#MCS004341COLTB1){ref-type="table"}). The pathology report from all the disease sites, including brain metastasis, were reviewed by an expert Gynecology Pathologist and were all consistent with LGSOC ([Fig. 1](#MCS004341COLF1){ref-type="fig"}C).

![(*A*) Summary of patient clinical history since her diagnosis to her death and a timeline of samples available for genomic analysis. (*B*) Radiological images pre- (baseline) and on treatment (week 17) showing disease improvement during MEK inhibitor treatment (reduction of peritoneal effusion and improvement of liver involvement) and CT scan showing the onset of brain metastasis at week 76. (*C*) Hematoxylin and eosin sections (40×) showing diagnosis of low-grade serous ovarian carcinoma in all available samples.](MCS004341Col_F1){#MCS004341COLF1}

###### 

Tumor samples collected

  \#   Tissue site                    Tissue type          Year
  ---- ------------------------------ -------------------- ------
  1    Sigmoid colon                  Fixed tissue block   2011
  2    Soft tissue, hepatic flexure   Frozen tissue        2013
  3    Lower lobe, lung               Frozen tissue        2015
  4    Right adrenal gland            Frozen tissue        2015
  5    Lymph node, subcarinal         Frozen tissue        2015
  6    Cerebellum                     Frozen tissue        2015
  7    Peripancreatic soft tissue     Frozen tissue        2015
       Liver NORMAL                   Frozen tissue        2015

In this case study, we used comprehensive genomic analyses (whole-exome sequencing \[WES\], shallow whole-genome sequencing \[s-WGS\], and RNA sequencing \[RNA-seq\]) to explain the possible mechanism(s) leading to (a) acquired MEK resistance and (b) aggressive behavior with rapidly progressive brain metastasis in this patient.

Genomic Analyses {#s2b}
----------------

A longitudinal integrated analysis was performed across multiple tissues combining WES, s-WGS, and RNA-seq methods, which represented the complete disease course of this patient. This approach was used to examine and potentially explain the peculiar incidence of brain metastasis in this patient with LGSOC concurrent to the development of secondary resistance to MEKi. We reconstructed the trajectory of the disease evolution by comparing the tumor mutational spectrum and copy-number status of the different metastatic lesions alongside the clinical timing of their appearances. Our findings support the notion that the differential response seen to MEKi in this case is a consequence of tumor heterogeneity and clonal evolution over time ([Fig. 2](#MCS004341COLF2){ref-type="fig"}A,B).

###### 

(*A*) Inferred spatial and temporal evolution of different lesions based on their clinical and shared molecular variants. Single-nucleotide variant (SNV) and copy-number variant (CNV) counts indicate somatic variants that are attributed to each branch along the proposed evolutionary tree. (Chr) Chromosome, (IC) intermediate clone, (IGV) Integrative Genomics Viewer. (*B*) Landscape of shared key genomic alterations between different lesions. (TPM) Transcripts per million. (*C*) IGV screenshot of Chr 12 across all lesions from s-WGS data. *Inset* shows exome depth ratios for the brain lesion, indicating focal amplification of the region encoding *ERBB3*. (*Figure continued on next page*.)

![](MCS004341Col_F2A)

![](MCS004341Col_F2B)

The presence of the driver mutation KRAS p.Gly12Asp detected in all metastatic clones along with the more recently described Chr 1p36.33 loss ([@MCS004341COLC27]) provided strong evidence of a model of branched evolution of the different metastatic subclones from a common LGSOC ancestry ([Table 2](#MCS004341COLTB2){ref-type="table"}). Notably, the sigmoid colon lesion was first observed in the 2011 CT scan, earlier than all the other lesions. The adrenal gland, soft-tissue hepatic flexure, lung, and soft-tissue peripancreatic lesions appeared in 2013 prior to MEKi treatment, whereas the cerebellar metastasis occurred in 2015 and its appearance corroborates with MEKi resistance and patient death caused by rapid disease progression ([Fig. 2](#MCS004341COLF2){ref-type="fig"}A).

###### 

Filtered variants of interest

  Gene         Chr     HGVS DNA reference   HGVS protein reference     Variant type      Predicted effect   dbSNP/dbVAR ID
  ---------- -------- -------------------- ------------------------ ------------------- ------------------ ----------------
  *KRAS*      Chr 12       c.35G \> A             p.Gly12Asp         Missense_Mutation   Deleterious (0)     rs121913529
  *ARID1A*    Chr 1     c.681_684delGGCC      p.Ala228ThrfsTer3       Frame_Shift_Del           NA                NA

(Chr) Chromosome, (HGVS) Human Genome Variation Society, (NA) not applicable, (dbSNP) Single-Nucleotide Polymorphism Database, (dbVAR) Database of Genomic Structural Variation.

Based on the timing of clinical interventions and the patterns of shared genomic aberrations, we inferred the hierarchy and interconnectedness of the different lesions. Our analyses revealed that the primary tumor might have carried within itself a subclonal architecture that underwent parallel selection during disease progression, giving rise to tumors in the sigmoid colon and an intermediate clone (IC-1). This IC-1 then acquired additional mutations and copy-number variations (CNVs) to give rise to (1) the adrenal gland metastasis and (2) an additional IC (IC-2). IC-2 further diverged, seeding the lung and the more complex brain lesion (via IC-3) and also branching off to acquire an *ARID1A* frameshift mutation (p.Ala288fs) common to a lineage of additional metastatic sites (hepatic flexure soft tissue, lymph node, and peripancreatic tissue) ([Table 2](#MCS004341COLTB2){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 2](#MCS004341COLF2){ref-type="fig"}A,B; [Supplemental Fig. S1](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004341/-/DC1)).

Upon interrogating the genomic architecture of the brain lesion that led to MEKi failure, we identified unique gains in Chr 13, 20, and 21 and Chr 12q13.11--q14.1. Interestingly, the brain lesion exhibited novel focal amplification of *ERBB3* that mapped onto this region of Chr 12 ([Fig. 2](#MCS004341COLF2){ref-type="fig"}C). Myc-dependent transcriptional up-regulation of *ERBB3* has been previously implicated in the context of MEK inhibition in *KRAS*-mutated lung and colorectal cancers in preclinical studies ([@MCS004341COLC25]). In our case, although *ERBB3* was most highly expressed in lung and sigmoid colon lesions, the expression of its negative regulator *MYC* was also high in these two tissues ([Fig. 2](#MCS004341COLF2){ref-type="fig"}B). In contrast, *MYC* expression was lowest in the brain lesion ([Fig. 2](#MCS004341COLF2){ref-type="fig"}B), potentially allowing for the activation of *ERBB3*-dependent MEKi resistance exclusively in the brain.

Briefly, the sequence of events observed in this unique LGSOC patient highlights intratumor heterogeneity arising from tumor evolution and identifies unique genomic factors in the brain lesion that may contribute toward acquired resistance to targeted therapy and sustain the unusual aggressive behavior.

DISCUSSION {#s3}
==========

Clonal evolution resulting from persistent selective pressure that cancer cells undergo during treatment may lead to acquired drug resistance. Low-grade serous is a rare subtype of OC characterized by slow growth, early age of onset, resistance to chemotherapy, and lack of active treatments to improve patient outcome ([@MCS004341COLC10]). Despite recent advances in defining the molecular characteristics of LGSOC, no targeted therapy is available for this disease, which represents an important unmet clinical need. Promising preliminary results of MEKi are not yet confirmed in a randomized trial in an unselected population (MILO trial, NCT01849874); however, signals of activity have been previously reported in genotype-selected patients carrying *KRAS* mutation and/or using combination strategies ([@MCS004341COLC26]; [@MCS004341COLC24]; [@MCS004341COLC13]). We conducted a comprehensive longitudinal analysis on a single patient with *KRAS* p.Gly12Asp-mutated LGSOC who had partial response to binimetinib for 17.5 mo (76 wk) after progression on several lines of treatment. The *KRAS* mutation was found unchanged across all tumor samples and this may explain the initial good response our patient achieved with binimetinib, suggesting that MEKi could still represent a relevant treatment option for *KRAS*-mutated LGSOC. To better define the role of MEKi in this tumor subtype, biomarker-driven trials are needed alongside complementary deep omics-based analyses of exceptional responders to provide rationale necessary for future targeted agent development in this population. Despite an initial radiological response, our patient developed a rapid progressive disease with uncommon brain metastasis rarely described in LGSOC ([@MCS004341COLC20]). This is the first study to assess spatial and temporal evolution of molecular heterogeneity in LGSOC over 8 yr of therapy, comparing tumor samples pre- and post-MEKi. This includes comprehensive analysis of the underlying biology of late-stage brain metastasis to postulate putative mechanisms of acquired cellular aggression and resistance to MEK inhibition. As the prognosis of this patient was driven by the rapid evolution of brain metastasis, we interrogated genomic abnormalities present uniquely in the brain lesion when compared to other lesions that could explain the patient\'s phenotype.

In our patient, we observed the highest expression of the *ERBB3* gene in the lung, followed by sigmoid colon, and brain metastasis (42.17, 38.61, and 12.63 transcripts per million \[TPM\], respectively). *ERBB3* overexpression was previously described as a marker of acquired resistance to MEKi in *KRAS*-mutated lung and colon cancers in the preclinical setting ([@MCS004341COLC25]). In this study, it was shown that MEKi of *KRAS*-mutated lung and colon cancer cells led to Myc degradation, which was concurrent with transcriptional up-regulation of *ERBB2* and *ERBB3* and the formation of kinase-active EGFR--ERBB3 and ERBB2--ERBB3 heterodimers ([@MCS004341COLC25]). The authors also showed that combination therapy targeting EGFR and ERBB2 can reverse MEKi resistance and tumors with high *ERBB3* expression levels are more likely to benefit from such combination treatment ([@MCS004341COLC25]). Similar observation related to ERBB pathway involvement in MEKi resistance was also seen in a more recent study in LGSOC patient--derived cell lines ([@MCS004341COLC8]). In this study, a combined inhibition of MEK and EGFR led to tumor cell death in MEKi-resistant LGSOC cell lines.

In our patient, even though the highest expression levels of both *ERBB2* and *ERBB3* were observed in lung and sigmoid colon lesions, *MYC* expression was also relatively high in these two tissues ([Fig. 2](#MCS004341COLF2){ref-type="fig"}B). In contrast, the lowest *MYC* expression was observed in the brain lesion, suggesting that myc-induced transcriptional repression of *ERBB* genes was suppressed in the brain lesion, potentially explaining the unique phenomena of binimetinib resistance and rapid disease progression observed only in the brain lesion. Our study also identified unique amplifications in Chr 13, 20, and 21 in the MEKi resistant brain lesion. Chr 12 and 20 amplifications have been previously reported in recurrent LGSOC patient--derived cell lines following treatment with chemotherapy ([@MCS004341COLC7]). Further investigation of the role of genes located in these amplified chromosomal regions is warranted to understand potential mechanisms to bypass MEKi resistance. Notably, dual inhibition of *SRC* (located on Chr 20), along with MEK inhibition, has been shown to overcome MEK resistance and suppress cancer cells growth in preclinical models of high-grade serous ovarian cancer ([@MCS004341COLC23]).

In conclusion, this study highlights the need for consistent monitoring of tumor evolution during the course of disease progression and the importance of applying an individualized approach to treatment based on the changing dynamics of a patient\'s tumor landscape. This approach may enhance the effectiveness of targeted treatment and, ultimately, lead to improvements in outcome. This study shows that common mechanisms of resistance (myc-induced transcriptional repression of *ERBB* genes) may exist across multiple tumor types, and as such, patients with a different histopathological diagnosis may benefit from similar genotype-matched combinatorial approaches. In addition, this study supports findings from previous preclinical studies and identifies unique chromosomal aberrations (amplifications in Chr 12, 13, 20, and 21) in LGSOC that, when probed in larger prospective translational studies, may provide novel insights into the biology of LGSOC. Future prospective trials are warranted to understand the generality of the *ERBB3-*driven MEKi resistance mechanism in LGSOC patients.

METHODS {#s4}
=======

Sample Collection {#s4a}
-----------------

Freshly frozen or formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue were obtained from the second and third debulking surgery and at the time of death and reviewed by an expert Gynecologist Pathologist to confirm the diagnosis of LGSOC in all the analyzed samples ([Fig. 1](#MCS004341COLF1){ref-type="fig"}C). Written informed consent for participation in the study and local Research Ethic Board approval for use of patient samples were obtained.

DNA Analyses {#s4b}
------------

DNA and RNA samples were coisolated from frozen tissues at the Princess Margaret Genomics Center (PMGC) using QIAGEN All-Prep DNA/RNA/miRNA Universal CoIsolation kit. WES and s-WGS were performed from the DNA samples using Illumina HiSeq2500 and NextSeq500 sequencers, respectively. The mean depth of coverage across tumors samples was ∼250× and ∼0.15× for WES and sWGS, respectively ([Table 3](#MCS004341COLTB3){ref-type="table"}). WES and WGS were aligned to human genome reference (build hg38) using the Burrows--Wheeler aligner (bwa) mem ([@MCS004341COLC18]). For WES a normal liver tissue specimen was sequenced as a germline control with a mean depth of coverage of 53×. Somatic single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and insertions and deletions (indels) were called using Strelka 1.01.14 ([@MCS004341COLC22]). SAMtools mpileup ([@MCS004341COLC19]) (v0.1.18), VarScan2 (v 2.3.6) ([@MCS004341COLC15]), and Sequenza (v2.1.0) were used to determine allele-specific copy-number changes ([@MCS004341COLC6]). Data was visualized and interpreted using University Health Network\'s cBioPortal instance (<http://cbioportal.uhnresearch.ca>) ([@MCS004341COLC9]). Segmented copy number was generated from s-WGS data using ichorCNA (v0.1.0-17) ([@MCS004341COLC1]).

###### 

Sequencing coverage

  \#   Sample                        s-WGS coverage (×)   Exome coverage (×)   RNA-seq reads (in millions)   Tumor cellularity estimate (Sequenza)
  ---- ----------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  1    Sigmoid colon                 0.16                 254                  405                           0.88
  2    Soft tissue hepatic flexure   0.09                 260                  214                           0.34
  3    Lower lobe lung               0.12                 214                  248                           0.71
  4    Right adrenal gland           0.21                 241                  320                           0.63
  5    Lymph node, subcarinal        0.18                 244                  NA                            0.41
  6    Cerebellum                    0.15                 245                  199                           0.83
  7    Peripancreatic soft tissue    0.12                 261                  NA                            0.58
       Normal (Liver)                0.16                 53                   NA                            NA

(NA) Not applicable, (s-WGS) shallow whole-genome sequencing.

RNA Analyses {#s4c}
------------

RNA-seq libraries were prepared with 200 ng of total RNA from available pre- and post-MEKi samples using the TruSeq Stranded Total RNA kit with Ribo-Zero Gold from Illumina followed by sequencing using an Illumina NextSeq500 sequencer to generate ∼270 million reads/sample ([Table 3](#MCS004341COLTB3){ref-type="table"}). RNA-seq reads were aligned using STAR (v2.4.2a) ([@MCS004341COLC4]) to hg38 using the GENCODE v26 for transcript annotation. Gene expression analysis was performed using RSEM (v1.2.21) ([@MCS004341COLC17]). Fusions were detected in RNA-seq data using STAR-Fusion ([@MCS004341COLC12]) and filtered to include only those with a least one spanning fragment and one junction read supporting the fusion ([Supplemental Table 1](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a004341/-/DC1)).
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Data Deposition and Access {#s5a}
--------------------------

Interpreted variants have been submitted to ClinVar (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/) and can be found under accession numbers SCV000999192 and SCV000999193. According to the current version of the protocol approved by local Research Ethic Board, genomic data cannot be made publicly available and a specific patient consent cannot be obtained.
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